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Florian Fausch: Irrl ichter at Gallery „2C for ART“ in Salzburg 
 
 
Salzburg. After the exhibition „Asian Crossover“ Gallery „2C for ART“ 
(www.2CforArt.com) presents works by the young Swiss artist Florian Fausch. The 
opening is taking place on Friday April 11 at 18:00. 
 
Florian Fausch was born 1981 in Zurich. He graduated at Dusseldorf Art Academy in 
2008 with Prof. Anzinger with the master student award. 
 
The large-scale painting radiates a warm atmosphere, flooded with sunlight. A 
dense, warm, deep yellow is the main colour accent. In a diagonal coming from the 
right, an edged building with a large window area comes to the fore. Next to and 
behind the building the viewer can recognise plants which are rather indicated by 
the choice of colour than by ist realistic shape. In this kind you could describe 
Florian Fausch´s painting at first glance.  
 
But then something must have happened, something that could be a scene from a 
science fiction movie: glass shatters suddenly and without apparent cause, the 
window glass pours into many shards into the landscape and cuts it so that the 
whole environment seems fragmented and dissolved in hard-edged surfaces and 
becomes a surreal, abstract idea. 
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Florian Fausch´s paintings move on that same line between abstraction and 
figuration. While still painting figurative lancscapes during his studies Florian 
dissolved the recognition of his motives in the course of his artistic development 
more and more without negating it completely. As an idea recognition lingers in a 
very concrete way behind his paintings, remains at a breath but is never so 
seductively close that the viewer´s gaze could weigh in safety of recognition and 
expressibility. 
 
 
„2C for ART“: Contemporary art in Salzburg  
 
A glance at the "2C for ART" exhibitions in Salzburg reads like a who-is-who of the 
international art scene. The gallery programme includes artworks by Andy Warhol, 
Tom Wesselmann, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Indiana and Mel Ramos. At 2C for ART 
you can find artworks by American Pop Art Heroes next to works by mid-career-
artists like Ian Davenport or Heiner Meyer as well as upcoming artists like Joseph 
Klibansky, Florian Fausch and Deniz Alt. 
 
dates and facts: 
Florian Fausch „Irrlichter“ 
April 11 – May 31 2014 
Gallery „2C for ART“ 
Rainerstrasse 4, 5020 Salzburg 
opening hours: April 12 – April 21: daily 10:00 - 18:00  
from April 22: Tuesday - Friday 10:00 – 18:00, Saturday 10:00 – 14:00 
 
For further information please contact: 
Christian Gschwandtner 
Gallery 2CforArt, www.2CforArt.com 
+43 (0)650 3101007, christian@2CforART.at 


